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1 Safety
Before assembling, installing or running the mPath IoR monitor, observe the following precautions:
The mPath IoR monitor is a sensitive electronic device. Rough handling may cause damage.
Do not drop.

1.1

Warning

Touching live electrical parts can cause fatal shocks and severe burns. Incorrectly installed or improperly
grounded equipment is a hazard.
• Do not touch live electrical parts.
• Contact a Pall representative for training before cleaning.
• Keep all panels and covers securely in place.
• Properly ground the system before use. Plug the power supply into a properly wired receptacle.
• Follow local electrical codes and the guidelines in the manual when installing the mPath IoR monitor. Failure
to do so may create an electrical shock hazard. Shock hazards can exist even when equipment is properly
installed. The operator should be properly trained and follow established safety practices.

1.2

Safe Disposal

When disposing of any component of the mPath IoR monitor, observe the local and national requirements for
the disposal of electrical and electronic equipment.
The product contains electrical or electronic materials and therefore, must not be disposed of as unsorted
waste but instead is treated separately. The presence of these materials may, if not disposed of properly, have
potentially adverse effects on the environment and human health. Within the European Union, operators are
urged to recycle such products when being replaced with a newer version, or when they have outlived their
useful lives. Please visit our website at www.pall.com and go to Corporate Sustainability > WEEE compliance
for specific instructions on disposing of the product.

Ensure the equipment is decontaminated of any biohazardous material prior to disposal or
transportation.
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2 Parts List
The following components are included with the mPath IoR concentration monitor.
Figure 1
Parts list

1
2

3

4
5

Key

Part Name

Part Number

1

Digital display unit
(DDU)
Flow cell

MPATHRI1-DDU1

2

Function / Description

Displays the information received from
connected flow cells.
MPATHRI1-FC16
The inline sensor component of the
(1/16 in. bore, 1 mL volume) concentration monitor.
MPATHRI1-FC04
(1/4 in. bore, 7 mL volume)

3
4
5

Power cable (with
regional adaptors)
Signal cable (with
RS232-VGA adaptor)
Flow cell cable

MPATHRI1-PWRCBL
MPATHRI1-SIGCBL
MPATHRI1-FCCBL

Power supply for the DDU. Contains power
adaptors for worldwide compatibility.
Carries signals from the DDU to a Windows⧫
laptop.
Carries signals from the connected flow cells
to the DDU.

Kits will only be offered with 1 flow cell – extra flow cells can be ordered separately
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3 User Supplied Tools and Equipment
These supplies are required for completing the installation and calibration.
Computer

Consumables for calibration
Fluid lines

MS Windows 98 or newer
128 MB RAM or higher
USB port
Deionized water (DI)
3
/4 in. Tri-Clamp⧫ sanitary connectors
/4 in. Tri-Clamp or Tri-Clover⧫ fittings

3

Tools for disassembly of flow cells
and connection of cables
Optional user-supplied equipment

6

Small slotted (flat-head) screwdriver
7
/64 in. hex wrench (also called Allen key)
4-20 mA analog measurement device
Basic wiring tools
Site-specific installation tools, mounts, or other equipment

4 Installation and Set Up
4.1

Choosing a Location

The mPath IoR monitor is suitable for installation and operation in most biotechnology laboratory and
manufacturing environments.
Environmental requirements
Process fluid temperature
Ambient temperature
Lighting condition changes

16 – 50 °C
25 °C ± 5 °C
Minimal

For best performance, it is recommended that environmental light intensity variations are kept
minimal. Calibration activities should be carried out under similar lighting conditions to those of
the environment where the sensor is going to be used.
In areas where the ambient light will change significantly during operation, use a light shield
around the flow cell to prevent errors in readings. Contact Pall if light shields are required.

4.2

Fluid Flow Requirements

Fluid flow requirements
Flow direction
Line pressure
Recommended maximum flow rate, 1/4 in. flow cell
Recommended maximum flow rate, 1/16 in. flow cell

Any
0 – 5.5 barg (0 – 80 psig)
22 L per minute
1 L per minute

The maximum flow rate stated is for fluids with similar viscosities to water. If more viscous fluids
are used, the maximum flow rate will be lower.
It is recommended that the flow cells are mounted downstream of pressure regulating devices.
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Figure 2
Pressure drop of DI water in the 1/4 in. ID mPath IoR concentration monitor (Note: pressure changes between
lower flow rates were below the detection limit of the pressure sensor)

Figure 3
Pressure drop of DI water in the 1/16 in. ID mPath IoR concentration monitor (Note: pressure changes between
lower flow rates were below the detection limit of the pressure sensor)

Other Flow Considerations
For accuracy, the in-line location must:




Provide flow representative of the bulk fluid.
Maintain adequate flow so that sediment and bubbles do not collect on the sensor.
Provide minimal flow pulses. Strong pressure pulses in the fluid stream may cause erratic readings.

A pressure-regulating device can improve sensor operation and performance.
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4.3

Mounting the Flow Cells

The flow cell should be mounted in-line with the process fluid stream using the end connections on either side
of the body.
Orientation
The orientation of the flow cell may be chosen based on the desired bubble detection level.
Figure 4
Different orientations of the flow cell to promote or reject bubble detection

Normal orientation,
recommended

Vertical orientation for maximum
bubble detection

Inverted orientation for minimum
bubble detection

If a gas bubble enters the flow cell then the sensor will record an IoR value of 1.00000 and
display the value “Sensor in Air?”. In most applications this causes no concern unless the bubble
remains trapped in the flow cell. To avoid trapping bubbles in the flow cell, ensure that there is an
adequate flow rate. If the flow rate is low compared to the maximum flow rate for the flow cell
being used, consider using the “minimum bubble detection” orientation.

4.4

Attaching Fluid Lines

Connect the sanitary connections using an appropriate fitting. Ensure the gasket is correctly seated before
tightening Tri-Clamp connections.
If using flexible hoses, hosebarb to Tri-Clamp union connectors should be used.

www.pall.com/biotech
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5 Installing the Digital Display Unit (DDU)
5.1

Choosing a Location

The DDU is designed to be used on a benchtop or mounted to an appropriate support using the screw lugs
included on the rear panel of the DDU enclosure.
Environmental Requirements
Exposure to moisture or chemicals
Distance from installed flow cells

Minimal – most benchtop environments are acceptable. If used in
a laboratory, take care to avoid spillages near the DDU.
3 m (10 ft.) - limited by cable length

DDU Reference Dimensions
Figure 5
Dimensions of the digital display unit. All units are in inches.
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6 Connecting Flow Cells to the DDU
Figure 6
The flow cell cable has an IP67 end (left) and an HD15 end (right)

1. To connect the IP67 end of the cable to the top of the sensor, align the keyed connectors and twist the
connector hand tight.
Figure 7
The flow cell cable connector is keyed. Ensure that the keys are aligned when connecting

2. Connect the HD15 end of the cable to one of the four sensor input ports on the bottom of the DDU.
3. Use a screwdriver to secure the HD15 end to the DDU.
4. Connect the USB end of the signal cable to the computer.
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7 Connecting the Electrical Wiring
7.1

Connecting the Power Supply

Figure 8
The green terminal block is supplied pre-connected to the power supply wires

Note that in most cases, the power supply will already be wired to the terminal block, but additional requirements
such as analog outputs will need to be wired by the user.
Optional: If using the 4-20 mA analog output, wire according to the terminal block pinout
Select the correct regional adaptor and connect it to the power supply.
Connect the terminal block to the DDU.
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7.2

Terminal Block Pinout

Figure 9
Terminal block pinout

1

3

2

5

4

7

6

9

8

11

10

13

12

15

14

17

16

19

18

20

Connection

Source

GND

Monitor power supply

1

2

Flow cell 1 concentration

3

4

Flow cell 1 temperature

5

6

Flow cell 2 concentration

7

8

Flow cell 2 temperature

9

10

Flow cell 3 concentration

11

12

Flow cell 3 temperature

13

14

Flow cell 4 concentration

15

16

Flow cell 4 temperature

17

18

Digital alarm 1

19

Digital alarm 2

20
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8 Initial Software Set Up
8.1

Install Driver and Set BPS Rate

1. Plug the RS-232 USB adaptor into the selected computer USB port.
2. On a PC with internet access, Windows should download and install the driver for the software.
On a non-networked PC, the driver must be installed manually. The appropriate driver may be obtained from
https://biotech.pall.com/mpath-ior.
3. Using Windows menu set the baud rate for the RS-232 cable:
• Go to [Device Manager].
• Right click the COM port for the USB RS-232 cable.
• Select [Properties]
• Navigate to the [Port Settings] tab
• Change the Bits Per Second to [9600].
You may need administrator privileges to change properties in device manager.

Figure 10
Device manager screen showing the COM port properties
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8.2

Install and Launch 288-connect Software

1. Download the CR288-connect software from https://biotech.pall.com/mpath-ior.
You will need to enter your credentials to download the software.

2. Install the software on your Windows computer.
You may need administrator privileges to install the CR288-connect software.

3. Launch the program by double clicking on the 288-connect icon on the desktop.
Figure 11
Starting screen of the CR288-connect software

4. Select the [Display] tab.
5. Select the correct COM port from the pull-down menu.
You can use the [Auto Open] button to attempt to automatically open the correct COM port, which
works in most cases.
If you have trouble establishing communication, disconnect the mPath IoR monitor from power
and reconnect to re-establish communication.
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6. When the correct COM port is selected, the connected flow cells will be displayed.
7. Access expert mode by clicking the [About] button and entering the password [Advanced288].

8.3

Save Factory Initialization Settings to a File

The sensor was initialized in air at the factory. Initializing the sensor in air configures the optical components and
removes background and electrical noise. This step records the initialization settings to a file. This file is used to
restore the sensor to factory settings.
1. On the [Sensor Calibration] tab, press [Load Memory] to import the factory settings saved on the sensor.
2. Press [Save Complete Sensor Info to File] to write the factory settings to a file. The file size is approximately
2 kB and has a *.cr288 extension.
Keep this file and back it up to a secure location. The file enables you to restore factory settings.
Figure 12
The [Sensor Calibration] tab after sensor info has been loaded
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9 Setting Up a Flow Cell
9.1

Check Factory Initialization

This step confirms that the sensor is functioning in air as expected.
1. On the [Diagnostics] tab, ensure the non-shaded section of the TIR (total internal reflectance) curve is within
the light blue limits and the [Line Quality in Air] is below 3.0. (See Figure 13). For more information on the
TIR curve, see Section 10.12.
2. Set initial parameters.
If the TIR curve is not within the light blue limits, ensure that the flow cell window is clean and dry.
If the TIR curve is still not within limits, re-zero the system (see Section 9.3)

Figure 13
A TIR curve within limits
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9.2

Set Initial Parameters

1. Select the [Sensor Calibration] tab. Within that tab, select the [Sensor Info] tab.
2. Set desired number of rolling averages. See Section 10.6 for information about changing rolling averages.
3. If using the 4-20mA output: On the [Sensor Info] tab, set 4 – 20 mA range to match the desired IoR and
temperature outputs using the parameters beginning with [AO Range:]
4. Leave other settings unchanged.
5. Press [Save Memory] to activate the new settings.
Figure 14
Setting the initial parameters
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9.3

Re-Zero

The re-zero function calibrates the IoR measurement to a known baseline.
The re-zero function compensates for differences between sensors and operating environments (ambient
temperatures, ambient light, etc.).
The typical baseline is DI water (IoR =1.333000). Process lines that cannot be run with water may use another
reference chemical of a known concentration or IoR.
If a gas bubble enters the flow cell then the sensor will record an IoR value of 1.00000 and
display the value “Sensor in Air?”. In most applications this causes no concern unless the bubble
remains trapped in the flow cell. To avoid trapping bubbles in the flow cell, ensure that there is an
adequate flow rate. If the flow rate is low compared to the maximum flow rate for the flow cell
being used, consider using the “minimum bubble detection” orientation.
Only re-zero when at system operating pressure and flow.
Follow the chemical concentration offset procedure if it is not possible to run deionized (DI) water
through the sensor. See chemical concentration offset.
If the chemical concentration offset function was used before using the re-zero function, reset the
chemical concentration offset value to zero. See chemical concentration offset.
The quality of the re-zero procedure depends on having the correct temperature compensation
value for the reference chemical. The value of FTCC1 for distilled water at 20 °C is -0.00004.
Steps
1. Select port.
2. Run DI water through the flow cell and ensure thermal steady-state stability (± 0.1 °C) on the
[Data Graph] tab.
3. Go to [Sensor Calibration > Factory Calibration] tab. Click [Load memory].
4. Click [Rezero Sensor].
5. Click [Save Memory].
6. Go to the [Data Graph] tab.
7. Select the [IoR@20] tab.
8. Observe the IoR@20 data.
9. Ensure that sensor reads 1.333000 (± 0.00001). If it does not, repeat the re-zero sequence.

9.4

Setting the Temperature Compensation Coefficient (TCC)

The mPath IoR monitor actively monitors and compensates for changes in the IoR caused by fluid temperature
changes. The compensation is determined by a calculation (TCC).
The mPath IoR monitor applies a linear temperature compensation model as determined by the TCC.
The default is set for H2O at -0.000040. New TCCs must be calculated for other chemistries or processes.
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9.4.1 Calculate the TCC
Using the mPath IoR monitor and CR288-connect software, collect fluid temperature and IoR data that are
representative of the process being measured. Keep the concentration constant and vary the temperature.
The concentration should not change during the data collection time.
TCC is always negative and generally ranges between -4 × 10-5 and 1.5 × 10-4.
Plot the collected IoR vs temperature data. Using linear regression, find the gradient of the appropriate
y = m x + b line of best fit.
Programs such as Microsoft Excel⧫ can help to perform this function.

9.4.2 Implement the Calculated TCC
1. Input the fluid temperature compensation coefficient values into the relevant parameter fields in the
[Sensor Calibration > Sensor Info] tab. The mPath IoR monitor will now automatically correct data for
fluid temperature changes.
2. Click [Save Memory].
3. Perform a re-zero. See re-zero in Section 9.3.

9.5

Calibrate Sensor to a Process Fluid

Each flow cell can be set to read a chemical signature using a user-created chemical calibration table. This
step is optional and results in a display of the correct concentration % on the DDU if the option to display
concentration % is chosen.
It is recommended for protein concentration applications that the concentration % display is not
used.

To use the mPath IoR concentration monitor to display IoR data instead of % concentration data, check the
[Use sensor as Refractometer] box under the [Sensor Calibration > Chemical Calibration] tabs.
Basic Procedure
1. Prepare a mixture of a known concentration %.
2. Verify the chemical’s concentration % with offline analysis (if possible).
3. From the [Sensor Calibration > Chemical Calibration] tab, in the [Add New Point] area, ensure that
[Get IoR@20 from Sensor] box is checked, and input the known concentration % value into the
[Concentration %] field.
4. Click [Add Calibration Point].

20

5. Repeat steps 1-4 for remaining calibration mixtures.
It is typical to add 2-10 points. At least 2 points must be used.
6. Press [Save Present Chemical] to save the chemical calibration table to the user specified file location.
7. Click [Save Memory] to activate the calibration file on the selected flow cell.
Figure 15
Chemical calibration tab
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10 Running the mPath IoR Concentration Monitor
10.1 Launch the Program
Double-click on the Pall CR288 icon to launch the program.
Each open session of the 288-connect software supports one DDU. To access more DDUs simultaneously,
open additional sessions.

10.2 [Display] Tab
Figure 16
[Display] tab

Connect to a COM port
The quickest way to access data from a specific DDU is to select its COM port from the drop down list.
Open a COM port
1. Choose a COM port number from the dropdown box.
2. Press [Open COM Port]. The message box displays “Opened, Talking” if a DDU is attached to the
COM port.
The screen displays the current sensor information, duplicating the display from the DDU.
The message box displays “Auto: No ebox found” if no DDU is found attached. See ‘Troubleshooting’ in
Section 12.3 for more information.
22

Close a COM port
1. Choose a COM port number from the dropdown box.
2. Press [Close COM Port]. A warning box appears.
3. Click [OK]. The message box displays “Status: closed.”
Find a COM port
1. Press [Auto Open] to automatically search for a connected DDU. The message box shows “Trying Com” until
the software detects all the relevant COM ports.
2. The box then displays “Opened, Talking.”
Load Saved Data
Press [Load Saved Data] to load an existing data set into the display window of the CR288-connect software.
The data must be in *.csv format.
Load .TIR Diagnostic Info:
Press [Load .TIR Diagnostic Info] to load a *.TIR file and display it in the CR288-connect software application.
See Section 10.12 for more information about TIR curves.
Help
Press [Help] to display the software version. Further help is available from the user guide.
About
Press [About] to access expert mode functions.
The Expert Mode password is Advanced288.
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10.3 [Data Graph] Tab
Select the [Data Graph] tab to display real-time graphical representations of the sensor output.
Figure 17
[Data Graph] tab

Choose the Data to Display
Select a tab on the top of the graph or on the right side of the graph window to change the data set being
displayed.
Concentration
Select the [Concentration] tab to display the percentage change in concentration over time.
The concentration percentage is the ratio of fluid component A (a solute) to a fluid component B (a solvent).
IoR@20
Select the [IoR@20] tab to display the changes in IoR@20 over time.
The IoR@20 is the fluid’s index of refraction over time, compensated to a standard temperature of 20 °C using
the programmed temperature compensation coefficient (TCC). See Section 9.4 for more information about
the TCC.
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Fluid Temperature
Press the [Fluid Temp] tab to display the changes in temperature over time. The temperature is measured by
a thermistor in the sensor.
Sensor Temp
Used for diagnostics during sensor manufacture.
PixelPos
Used for diagnostics during sensor manufacture.
IoR
This display presents the IoR without temperature compensation.
Graph Display Rate
Use the dropdown box to select the data point display rate at every point, every 5 points, or every 10 points.
The display automatically resizes the graph to show the maximum data at that rate.
The display rate is separate from the data logging rate. Data will continue to be logged at the rate
set on the [Data Logging] tab.

Adjusting How Information is Displayed
Edit the values in the scale labels to adjust the scale shown by each axis.
Changing the values only affects the active tab, but disables automatic resizing.

Press [AutoScale] to restore automatic resizing.
Press [Track Time] to show new data points in real time.
Check [Show Linear Trendline] to superimpose a line on the data showing the trend of the entire data set.
This line always shows the trend for the entire data set. If you zoom in on an area of data, the line
does not change to show the trend of the displayed section. It still represents the trend of the
entire set.
Zoom
Press the right mouse button and draw a box around the data to zoom to that area. Press [AutoScale] to reset.
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Shown Data Statistics
Set the display to show a subset of the data. (For example, use [Zoom] to select a subset of data).
Press [AutoScale] to restore automatic resizing to the maximum set of data.
Average: Average of the measured values.
Std.Dev: Square root of the variance in data.
Slope/h: Indicates if the data is trending upward (positive) or downward (negative).
Pause Data Collection
Check the box to stop the data log from storing further data from the sensor.
Click to restore data collection.
The sensor will continue to gather data and output the data to the analog outputs, digital outputs
and DDU, but the software will stop storing data.
Clear All Graphs
Clears the data graph(s) on the display.
[Clear All Graphs] only affects the graphical display. It does not affect the data log. New displayed
data continues from the time of the last data point.
Update Info
Enables you to:
Change the sensor serial number
Show edits in the sensor comments. To edit comments, use the [Comments] field in the [Sensor Calibration >
Sensor Info] tab.
[Update Info] changes the information at that point in the data file. Sensor numbers and
comments made before the update do not change.
Adjust Temperature Compensation
Press [Adjust Temperature Compensation] to open the TCC wizard. See Section 13.2 for information on the
TCC wizard.
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10.4 [Data Logging] Tab
Figure 18
[Data Logging] tab

Select the [Data Logging] tab to change the parameters for logging the data.
By default, the software collects one data point every 1.3 seconds and stores the last 5000 data points in
memory for display.
Where
Allows you to edit the file location and name either manually or by using the [Browse...] button. The date and the
file extension *.csv will automatically be added to the filename. You can also set the number of data points to be
stored in each log file.
The default is 10,000 points per log. The maximum is 64,000 points per log.
When the data point limit entered is reached, the data log automatically rolls over to a new file with the same
name originally specified and a new time stamp.
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What
Allows you to select the ports from which to log data.
Also specifies the type of data that will be logged.
“Basic data” means:
• Concentration
• IoR@20
• Fluid temperature
“All data” means:
• Concentration
• IoR@20
• Fluid temperature
• Sensor temperature (enabled only if Expert Mode is active)
• Pixel position
• IoR
When
Allows you to select how often data is stored in the data log file (every point, 5 s, 10 s, 30 s, every minute,
or 5 m).
Check the [Also Save Existing Data] box to continue storing raw data when averaged data is being displayed.
Enter a time to stop logging data, in hours or fraction of an hour as a decimal value.
For continuous data logging, leave the value at “0.”
Press [Start Now] to begin logging.
The program maintains a count of the logged points on the left side of the screen. This confirms that the data is
being logged.
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10.5 [Sensor Calibration] Tab
Sensor calibration functions are available only when Expert Mode is activated. To activate expert mode, click the
[About] box and type the password “Advanced288”.
Figure 19
[Sensor Calibration] tab

Select Port and Load Memory
Select a port from the drop-down list and press [Load Memory] to load parameters from the flow cell connected
to that port.
Status Window
Provides a visual record of the recent operator actions.
Load Memory or Revert Changes
This button toggles to load or restore the selected sensor’s information.
[Load Memory] displays when 288-connect is initially opened and after [Save Memory] is used.
[Revert Changes] displays after [Load Memory] is pressed and restores the previously saved sensor information.
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Save Memory
Press to write the sensor data to the relevant flow cell connected to the selected port.
Load Complete Sensor Info from File
Press and use the dialog box to load information from a previously saved sensor file.
Save Complete Sensor Info to File
Press to save data from the sensor to a file.

10.6 [Sensor Calibration > Sensor Info] Tab
Figure 20
[Sensor Calibration > Sensor Info] tab

Sensor Number
This is the number laser etched on the sensor. This value cannot be edited.
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Comments
This may be edited to any 20-character phrase.
If comments are edited, a red text box appears in the lower left corner of the displayed screen
indicating a change.
AO Range
Adjust the concentration and temperature ranges of the analog outputs.
Number of Rolling Averages
Use Rolling averages to increase the amount of averaging that the sensor performs on the data. This reduces
measurement noise but increases DDU response time.
Collecting a point requires approximately 1.3 seconds; therefore 10 points add approximately
thirteen seconds to the response time.
Rolling averages can be applied to the following data to be observed on the [Data Graph] tab:
• Concentration
• Temperature
• IoR@20
• PixelPos
Rolling averages cannot be applied to the IoR.
Change Rolling Averages
To change the rolling averages, click on the [Rolling Averages] field. Enter a number between 1 and 100 to
specify the number of points contributing to the desired rolling average. Press [Save Memory] to save the rolling
averages configuration.
Temperature Offset
Calibrates the fluid temperature sensor to an external reference temperature. To calibrate, press [Temperature
Offset] and enter a value.
This value is added to all fluid temperature readings for the selected sensor.
Number of Error Readings to Ignore
Number of errors or out of bounds signals that the sensor ignores before the set alarms trigger. See Section 10.9
for more information about setting alarms.
Leftmost / Rightmost Pixel for Light Adjustment
Edit to adjust the left and right-most pixel position used for the TIR curve on the [Diagnostics] tab. It also adjusts
the light intensity for proper sensor operation.
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Leftmost / Rightmost Pixel for Algorithm
Defines the range of pixel positions the software algorithm uses to determine the critical angle and associated
IoR.
Fluid Temperature Compensation Coefficient
Allows you to enter a value for the TCC. Alternatively, this can be done using the TCC wizard. See Section 13.2
for more information about the TCC wizard
You can also set this value using the [Adjust Temperature Compensation] button on the [Data
Graph] tab.

10.7 [Sensor Calibration > Chemical Calibration] Tab
Chemical calibration tells the sensor the characteristics of the chemical to be monitored. The relationship
between concentration and index of refraction is near linear for most chemicals at a constant temperature and
can be defined with only two points.
However, some chemicals do have a non-linear relationship making it necessary to enter additional data points.
Higher system accuracy requirements can also require more data points. The 288-connect software accepts up
to ten data points to compensate for non-linear relationships, allowing for polynomial fits.
Figure 21
[Sensor Calibration > Chemical Calibration] tab
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Refractometer Mode
Check [Use Sensor as Refractometer] to display IoR values instead of concentration.
No data will display on the concentration display tab while this mode is active.

Choose New Chemical
Press to enter a chemical calibration table for a different chemical. See Section 13.1 for more information on
creating a new chemical calibration table.
Performing a Chemical Concentration Offset
Chemical concentration offset modifies the concentration reading from the calculated concentration. Use this
function when the concentration of the liquid under measurement is known.
This function does not over-write the chemical calibration table entered and saved to sensor
memory. It is typically used to compensate for minor variances due to:
• Chemical process changes
• Chemical batch variance
• Supplier variations
If the IoR of the liquid under measurement is known, follow the re-zero procedure instead. See
Section 9.3 for instructions on how to re-zero.

1. Select the port number for the desired sensor.
2. Press [Load Memory].
3. Enter the actual concentration of the chemical in the present fluid stream in the [Titrated Concentration Now]
box on the bottom left of the screen.
4. Press [Update]. A new value appears in the box on the right. This value represents the amount subtracted
from the concentration before displaying it or outputting it to the analog outputs or software.
5. Press [Save Memory]. The sensor memory makes the chemical concentration offset permanent.
6. Observe the data graph to verify that the concentration is now the same as the value entered.
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10.8 [Sensor Calibration > Factory Calibration] Tab
The [Factory Calibration] tab is used to calibrate and customize the sensor during manufacture.
Figure 22
[Sensor Calibration > Factory Calibration] tab

Re-zero Index of Refraction Offset
1. Select the correct port number for the desired sensor.
2. Press [Load Memory].
3. Ensure that the sensor is exposed to DI water at a stable temperature (±2 °C).
4. Select the [Data Graph > IoR@20] tab.
5. Ensure that the slope of the IoR@20 value remains 2x10-5 or lower over two minutes.
If the slope is greater than 2x10-5, check for any temperature or concentration variations in the
system. Stabilize any variations.
6. Select the Sensor [Calibration > Factory Calibration] tab.
7. Press [Get from Sensor] to copy the IoR@20 value from the sensor to the re-zero Reference IOR field.
This is useful when multiple sensors are exposed to the same chemical.

8. Press the [DI Water] button to reset the re-zero reference IoR to 1.333000.
9. Press [Re-zero Sensor] to reset the IoR@20 for the sensor to the re-zero reference IoR value.
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10. Press [Save Memory].
11. Return to the [Data Graph] tab.
The IoR@20 should now be 1.33300 ±0.00001.
Initialize Sensor
Initializing performs dark field correction and normalizes pixel brightness. See Section 12 for more information
about cleaning and re-initialization.
Always re-initialize a flow cell after disassembly and reassembly.

Slope Adjustment
The sensor is shipped from the factory with a generic calibration curve. The calibration of the refractive index can
be improved when the refractive index standards are known. Use this feature to change the generic calibration
curve to a specified calibration curve. The values in the factory calibration table used to calculate the IoR are
modified by an amount proportional to their difference from the re-zero reference IoR.
1. Confirm that the slope factor field reads 1.000000. Edit if necessary.
2. Re-zero the sensor using a reference fluid, typically DI water.
3. Input the refractive index value of a known fluid, one like the typical system fluid, into the Expected IoR@20
field.
4. Expose the sensor to the second fluid.
5. Press the [Calc New Slope] button.
Pixel position to Index of Refraction
The factory calibration table calculates concentration by translating the sensor output into refractive index values
at defined pixel positions at a defined temperature.
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10.9 [Sensor Calibration > Digital I/O] Tab
Digital Outputs: Alarm
The DDU provides two 5 V (dc) digital output channels, on pins 19 and 20 of the terminal block. These channels
are used to activate alarms on an external device if the concentration moves outside the user-defined range.
Figure 23
[Sensor Calibration > Digital I/O] tab

Notes:
• There will be no software indication of an alarm.
• The digital outputs can be set for each sensor, and each sensor can control both channels.
• If alarms are set for multiple sensors, there is no indication of which alarm is being activated.
• If two sensors have an alarm set for the same output channel, both alarms are active on that channel.
Example:
The sensor on Port 1 activates the alarm on pin 19 when the concentration percentage drops below 5%.
The sensor on Port 2 activates the alarm on pin 19 when the concentration percentage goes above 10%.
If the alarm on pin 19 is activated, either the sensor on Port 1 is below 5% or the sensor on Port 2 is
above 10%.
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Setting Alarms
1. Select the correct port number for the desired sensor.
2. Press [Load Memory].
3. Select alarm type:
• Alarm outside concentration range: Activates an alarm when the reported concentration goes outside of the
range.
• Alarm on sensor problem: Activates an alarm when the sensor has a problem. A common cause of this is the
sensor being exposed to air. This error also causes the DDU to display “Sensor in Air?” on the screen.
• Number cycles to delay alarm: Delays the alarm for the number of consecutive cycles entered. It can be
useful in compensating for expected process transients.
Press [Save Memory].
Digital Input Settings
Digital inputs for alarms require a combination of hardware and software inputs. Contact your Pall representative
if you require digital inputs.
Enable Remote Re-Zero
Enables a sensor re-zero when a 5 V signal is applied to a specified pin on the DDU.
Requires appropriate DDU jumper pin modification. Contact your Pall representative if you require
this function.
Enable Remote Re-Titrate
Enables a titration offset when a 5 V signal is applied to a specified pin on the DDU.
Requires appropriate DDU jumper pin modification. Contact your Pall representative if you require
this function.
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10.10 [Diagnostics] Tab
This tab provides information to analyze the quality of the sensor signals and to troubleshoot measurement
inaccuracies.
Figure 24
[Diagnostics] tab

Update
Press to display the most recently acquired pixel data.
Copy to Clipboard
Press to copy the TIR curve to a *.tir file.
Save to File
Press this button to save the RawData, TIRCurve, and the First Derivative to a *.tir file stored on the computer.
This file can then be loaded from the [Display] tab. The file does not include the background temperature data.
Set Bounds of Interest
The hashed boundaries on the left and right side of the display tabs define the upper and lower pixel limits used
to calculate pixel position. The operating range defined by these boundaries allows measuring the IoR between
1.29 and 1.45 RIU.
The user can modify these boundaries, but noisy outer pixels will affect the accuracy of the data.
It is recommended that they are not modified.
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10.11 [Diagnostics > Raw Data] Tab
Displays a profile of the 128 pixel values with no averaging. This is periodically transmitted as analog light levels
from the sensor and is digitized by the DDU into discrete 12-bit values.
Figure 25
[Diagnostics > Raw Data] tab

Four curves are superimposed on this graph:
• Green: displays the background reference, a measure of the baseline intensity levels when the LED is turned
off. The background curve is unique to that sensor.
• Grey: displays the air reference, a measure of the baseline intensity levels when the sensor is exposed to air.
The air reference curve is unique to that sensor.
• Red: displays the sum of the background and air reference values.
• Blue: displays the real time raw data curve.
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10.12 [Diagnostics > TIR Curve] Tab
Displays the sensor’s reflected light of the measured liquid from the 128 pixels derived from the raw data and
normalized by the background and air reference curves.
Figure 26
[Diagnostics > TIR Curve] tab

A sensor that is functioning properly displays:
• A flat line within the pixel position range (indicated by the light blue box) with a smooth decline after the end
of the light blue box
• An LED brightness value between 0.97 and 1.01.
The bottom display provides a zoomed-in view of the “head” or leaning line before the drop off.
• During sensor initialization, a “line quality in AIR” of 1 is typical.
• During regular operation, a “line quality in liquid” of 0.03 to 0.04 is typical.
If the TIR curve is not within the light blue limits in the non-shaded section of the graph, then potential solutions
would be to clean, visually inspect and reinitialize the sensor. See ‘Troubleshooting a TIR Curve’ in Section 12.3.
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10.13 [Diagnostics > First Derivative] Tab
Displays the rate of change in the TIR curve across a selected region of interest. It is used to calculate the IoR
and concentration.
Figure 27
[Diagnostics > First Derivative] tab

A good derivative curve has a depth exceeding the blue threshold line as shown.
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11 Maintenance
11.1 Services
Only certified and trained personnel should perform maintenance services. There are no user serviceable
components within the mPath IoR concentration monitor. We offer a multi-tiered service product portfolio which
includes proactive services and worry-free contract support designed to ensure fast response times, promote
uptime of the system, reduce downtime, and eliminate unexpected costs.
For service options please contact Service@Pall.com. To request a maintenance or repair service, visit us
online at: https://www.pall.com/en/instrument-service-support.html.

11.2 Re-Zero and Re-Titration
Re-zero is performed for setup, maintenance, and to correct sensor drift.
Re-titration is an adjustment of the concentration value and is performed as necessary.
Re-Zero for Maintenance
To re-zero, see re-zero in Section 9.3 for instructions. Re-zero the sensor:
• On an as-needed basis
• When changing sensors
If deionized water is available, re-zero the refractive index value to 1.33300.
If performing a re-zero does not correct a problem, the sensor window may need to be cleaned.

Re-Titration Offset
1. Take an offline lab measurement.
2. Go to the [Sensor Calibration > Chemical Calibration] tab.
3. Enter a value to offset chemical calibration.
Figure 28
The [Chemical Concentration Offset] field found under the [Sensor Calibration > Chemical Calibration] tab
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12 Cleaning and Re-Initialization
12.1 Precautions
WARNING: Before servicing any installed sensor, you must depressurize and flush the system.
WARNING: Residual chemicals may be left in the sensor and the system. Refer to the MSDS for
exposure precautions.
Figure 29
A disassembled flow cell showing names of components

Component
Screw hole cover

Quantity
4

Screw

4

Flow cell electronic housing

1

Flow cell retaining plate

1

Flow cell body

1

Flow cell mounting plate

1
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12.2 Cleaning the Sensor Window
Over time, some fluids may develop a film that coats the sensor optical window. This may cause poor sensor
performance. If the re-zero procedure does not correct the issue, the sensor may be disassembled to clean the
optical window.
Procedure
1. Disconnect the flow cell cable and remove the sensor from the system.
Do not twist the cable to remove.
2. Remove the hole plugs, screws, and washers. Separate the sensor from the body.
3. Carefully clean the optical window with an appropriate solvent (it is suggested that isopropyl ethanol is used)
and a clean cloth.
4. Rinse off with DI water and dry with a lint-free wipe.
5. Place the mounting plate against the bottom of the body.
6. Assemble the sensor to the body and insert the washers and screws.
7. Torque the socket head cap screws to 0.14 to 0.17 Nm using a cross pattern.
8. Torque the cap screws again, to 0.31 to 0.34 Nm using a cross pattern. Insert the hole plugs.
9. Re-initialize the sensor:
a. Make sure the sensor is clean, dry and placed in lighting similar to system conditions
b. Go to the [Chemical Calibration > Factory Calibration] tab
c. Press the [Initialize Sensor] button (the software will take about 10 seconds to complete)
d. IMPORTANT – If the initialization is successful, go back to the [Sensor Calibration] tab and click [Save
Memory]
10. Reinstall the sensor into the system and reconnect the sensor cable.
11. Pressurize the system and inspect for leaks.
12. Follow the re-zero procedure.
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Figure 30
View of the optical window in the flow cell

12.3 Troubleshooting
Possible reasons for measurement inaccuracies include, but are not limited to:
• Window fouling
• Restricted flow across the sensing surface
• Bubbles or air pockets
• Inadequate light shielding
• Environmental noise
• Delamination of the sensing surface (rare)
Examining the TIR curve on the [Diagnostics] tab is a useful step in identifying the source of measurement
inaccuracies.
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Figure 31
A “healthy” TIR curve

Troubleshooting a TIR curve
Characteristic of a Healthy TIR Curve
A smooth active section (highlighted by a box on
the curve) as indicated by a line quality <0.04 and
a brightness level near 1.0. The line quality can
also be observed in the zoom display with the
brightness value indicated beneath the TIR curve.

Recommended Action if Unhealthy
1. Clean the sensor surface
2. Re-zero
3. Initialize the sensor
4. Verify that the sensor is properly shielded from
ambient light

A line quality stating “In Liquid."

1. Press [Update] several times to verify the problem is
repeatable
2. Ensure there are no air pockets in system flow

A smooth, sharp “shadow curve” or dropoff point.
A typical healthy curve will drop from a brightness
of 1.0 at the head to 0.3 at the tail on the y-scale,
within a span of 5 to 10 pixels. A steeper curve
indicates improved measurement resolution.

1. Clean the sensor
2. Re-zero
3. Initialize
4. Optional: Adjust the lower pixel bound used by the
measurement algorithm.

A curved tail section flattening out at a brightness
of 0.3 on the y-scale.

1. Clean the sensor
2. Re-zero
3. Initialize
If the display shows too few tail pixels:
4. Adjust the upper pixel bound used by the
measurement algorithm. The sensor is typically
limited to readings above 1.32.
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General Troubleshooting
Symptom

Probable Cause

Display says “no sensor
present”

Loose cable/bad cable/sensor Detach and reattach both ends
not connected
Replace or swap cable

Display says “Sensor in Air”
when chemical is flowing

Bubble trapped in flow cell

Turn the sensor upside down (cable points
downward) to release the bubbles.
Mounting in this position may prevent future
occurrences.

Dirt or other optical window
fouling

Inspect the TIR on the [Diagnostics] tab for a
non-linear curve in a “mountain” pattern.
Clean window with a DI water flush and
re-zero.

Cable issue/sensor
malfunction

Inspect the TIR curve on the [Diagnostics] tab.
If it’s non-linear or not appearing, swap
cables. If there is still a problem, replace
sensor.

Optical window fouling

Clean window with a DI water flush and
re-zero.

LED brightness issues

Check the [Diagnostics > RawData] tab for the
brightness. It should be ~1.000. If not, clean
the window with a DI water flush and re-zero.

Sensor temperature noise
appears correlated across
multiple sensors.

This is a function of incoming power
fluctuation and represents baseline
performance for the CR288 monitor(s).

Bad calibration

Verify chemical calibration represents the
current chemical. If necessary, recalibrate the
sensor. See Section 13.1 for information on
how to create a new chemical calibration
table.

Large, rapid concentration
or IoR changes

Ambient light changes

Protect sensors from significant external
changes in light. Clean and re-zero the sensor
for any permanent changes in light conditions.

Small, rapid concentration
or IoR changes

Sensor was moved to a
different port

Re-zero or maintain original port location(s).

Pressure pulses from the
system pump

Move the sensor to a position that is upstream
from the pump

Serial cable disconnected

Ensure that the serial cable is properly
connected to the computer and to the DDU

Power not connected

Unplug the DDU for five seconds, then
reconnect power

Software

Restart 288-connect

USB to serial converter error

Reload converter driver.
Restart 288-connect and DDU.

Bad USB port on computer

Move cable to a different USB port

Bad port on the DDU

Move cable to a different port on the DDU

Bad cable

Replace cable

Excessive noise (signal
drifts more than 0.04% in
stable chemical)

Can’t get “Opened, Talking”
status

Troubleshooting Action
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Symptom

Probable Cause

Troubleshooting Action

“Auto: No E-box found”

Loose cable

Check cable connections

Insufficient admin rights on
the computer

Restart 288-connect
Use a different serial port on the computer or
use serial-to-USB converter

Red error box on screen

Software error

Unplug the DDU for 5 seconds then
reconnect. Restart 288-connect

Concentration reading
changes incorrectly when
temperature changes

Improper temperature
compensation

Change the temperature compensation
coefficient. See Section 9.4 for more
information on changing the TCC.

Variable heating and cooling
temperature rates.

Expose sensor to similar heating and cooling
rates. Adjust the temperature compensation
coefficient as needed.

Rapid temperature change

Dampen any heating and cooling rates above
5 °C/min.

Concentrations are incorrect Sensor needs to be
by a small constant offset
re-zeroed

Follow the re-zero procedure in Section 9.3

Concentrations scale
incorrectly (fine at low
concentrations but
increasingly incorrect
at higher ones)

Chemical calibration is
incorrect

Select the correct chemical on the
[Sensor Calibration > Chemical Calibration
tab]. See Section 13.1 for more information on
how to create a new chemical calibration
table.

Power LED does not
illuminate when device
appears to be properly
powered

Voltage across the power
terminals is not 24 V (DC)

Check the voltage.

Red LED comes on

Error signal from sensor

Contact your Pall representative.

Old sensor information
displayed on [Data Graph]
tab

Sensor and DDU not
synchronized

Press [Update Info] on the data graph tab.
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13 Advanced Features
13.1 Create a New Chemical Calibration Table
Create a different chemical calibration table for each chemical the sensor monitors.
Select the [Sensor Calibration > Chemical Calibration] tab.
1. Change the chemical name and press [Delete All Points]. This clears all data from the chemical
concentration table.
2. The next steps depend on the available information, such as data from an offline analysis.
3. When the desired number of points are recorded, press [Save Present Chemical].
The software writes a file with a *.chem extension on the hard drive. This file can then be used to import the
chemical calibration table to other sensors.
4. Press [Save Memory] to update the sensor memory.

13.2 Temperature Compensation Wizard
The temperature compensation wizard (TCC wizard) allows users to employ an automatic temperature
compensation feature to desensitize the product’s refractive index response to temperature change.
This feature provides an adequate baseline for most processes. For finer control of temperature compensation,
you may use a manual temperature compensation procedure. Manually removing stray points from the data log
in Microsoft Excel can also improve the performance of the TCC wizard.
The need for temperature compensation depends on the consistency of the process. If the process is known to
vary, you may need to perform temperature compensation several times during setup.
1. Select the [Data Graph] tab.
2. Run the sensor for the range of temperatures representative of a typical process cycle. Keep the chemical
concentration constant.
3. Press [Adjust Temperature Compensation]. The TCC wizard window opens.
4. Determine if the response of the sensor is under- or over-compensating for temperature.
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Figure 32
TCC wizard

5. Using the graph on the left, zoom in on the data set to use to calculate the temperature compensation value.
Take data near the target temperature and concentration of the application.
6. Press [Regression Fit] under FTCC1. The software calculates the fluid temperature compensation value
(FTCC1) and the temperature compensated IoR. The right-hand graph shows the effect of the temperature
compensation on the data graph FTCC1.
This linear model for temperature compensation is appropriate as the sole temperature
compensation for most systems.

7. Press [2nd Order Regression Fit] to calculate a second order coefficient, FTCC2.
This is useful in processes characterized by large temperature variations FTCC2. If the temperature varies
over a significant range (process dependent), invoking the second order term allows the software to
incorporate a non-linear temperature behavior.
This coefficient is very dependent on the data set used to develop it. The data used to develop the coefficient
should have a temperature range equal to or greater than the range the sensor sees in use. The user must
determine if using FTCC2 is appropriate for their system.
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8. Press [Regression Fit] under FTCC3 to calculate a third coefficient, FTCC3. This is a derivative term that is
useful in processes with rapid temperature variations FTCC3. Rapid changes in temperature may not
register immediately due to the response of the onboard temperature sensor. FTCC3 compensates for these
time delays by factoring the time rate of change of the temperature into the compensation algorithm.
Use FTCC3 only when FTCC1 and FTCC2 do not compensate adequately. Including this
term dramatically increases the noise values.

9. Press [Optimize All] to have the graph perform the best mathematical least-squares fit using all three
coefficients. Manually adjust coefficients using the up and down arrows on the screen or by entering new
values.
10. Press [Save Newly Compensated Data]. The data log files contain the calculated temperature compensation
coefficient and reflect the new IoR@20 values.
11. Press [Update Sensor on Px to New TCC] (where x = the port number in use) to apply the temperature
compensation to the data graph tab display. The software returns to the [Sensor Calibration] tab with the
calculated fluid temp compensation coeff added to the [Sensor Info] table.
12. Press [Exit Without Saving] to exit the wizard and not apply the temperature compensated index of refraction
to the data graph display.
13. Save the temperature compensation value either by pressing [Update Sensor] to New TCC or by entering it
manually into the [Sensor Info] tab.
14. Re-zero the sensor with DI water.

13.3 Information for 4-20 MA Applications
Equation to translate signal output to concentration and temperature
Concentration (%) = (mA – 4) / 16 * (C20ma – C4ma) + C4ma
Temperature (°C) = (mA – 4) / 16 * (T20ma – T4ma) + T4ma where:
C4ma = AO Range: Lowest concentration (%) = 4 mA
C20ma = AO Range: Highest concentration (%) = 20 mA
T4ma = AO Range: Lowest concentration (°C) = 4 mA
T20ma = AO Range: Highest concentration (°C) = 20 mA

If the sensor has never been used or changed, the values are at the factory defaults.
Factory default mA settings for concentration and temperature
Concentration corresponding to 4 mA

-1.00%

Concentration corresponding to 20 mA

30.00%

Temperature corresponding to 4 mA

10 °C (50 °F)

Temperature corresponding to 20 mA

65 °C (149 °F)
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